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2 MAY 2013

First of all, I would like to bring to the attention of all my readers on the appointment of

Tan Sri Dr. Sulaiman bin Mahbob as MSWG’s Chairman with immediate effect [See Local

News and Developments]. On behalf of Management, I would like to welcome him on

board and look forward to a fruitful time ahead with him as the Chair.

In the equity market, FBM KLCI appears to be still holding on well at 1,700 levels. This is

despite the elections getting closer and where investors normally adopt a “wait and see”

approach until  more  certainty  emerges.  Foreign institutional  investors  have been net

buyers now, for five straight months. All these indicators seem to be a positive sign on

our fundamentals,  which is backed by pro-business and pro-reform policies. Personally,  I  hope to see a

Malaysia that further its competitiveness notches higher in the years to come.

Voting will be this Sunday, 5th May.

Happy voting to all my fellow Malaysian friends.   If you are going back to your kampungs, safe journey.

Regards,

Rita

Bark as important as bite, says MSWG

http://www.berita2u.tk/bark-as-important-as-bite-says-mswg/

IMF Report

World

World output growth is forecasted to reach 3.25% in 2013 and 4% in 2014 as compared to the growth of

3.2% in 2012. Growth in the United States is forecasted to be 1.9% in 2013 and 3.0% in 2014. In contrast,

growth in the euro area is forecasted to be –0.3% in 2013 and 1.1% in 2014.

Emerging Market
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Growth in emerging market and developing economies is forecasted to reach 5.3% in 2013 and 5.7% in 2014

on  strengthening  external  demand  and  continued  robust  domestic  demand.  Consumption  and  private

investment  are expected to  be supported by favourable labour market  conditions with  unemployment  at

multi-year lows and relatively easy financial conditions.

ASEAN Region

Robust domestic demand in many ASEAN economies has continued to lend support to growth momentum in

2013 and 2014 reflecting a boost to resilience afforded by greater intra regional trade integration and pooling

of risks among members country and thus growth in the ASEAN economies will remain strong at 5.5% in

both 2013 and 2014, reflecting resilient domestic demand. Many ASEAN economies, especially Indonesia,

Malaysia, Philippines, and Thailand, bucked regional trends—growth held up on robust domestic demand, in

part supported by accommodative monetary and fiscal stances and fuelled by rapid credit expansion.

Malaysia

Amid  the  large  pipeline  of  projects  under  the  Economic  Transformation  Plan  which  will  propel  strong

investment in Malaysia and also benefit  from a recovery of commodity demand in China, the forecasted

growth for Malaysia in 2013 and 2014 is 5.1% and 5.2% respectively.

Bank Negara Report

Banking System

Capitalisation remained strong under the new Basel III Capital Adequacy Framework with common equity tier

1 capital ratio, tier 2 capital ratio and total capital ratio of 12.2%, 13.1% and 14.5% respectively. The level of

net impaired loans improved to 1.3% of net loans, while the loan loss coverage remained well above 90%.

Exchange Rates and International Reserves

In March, the ringgit broadly appreciated against the currencies of Malaysia’s major trading partners with the

exception of the Chinese renminbi, against which the ringgit depreciated by 0.1%. Ringgit’s strength was due

mainly to the release of positive domestic and global economic data, which contributed to favorable investor

sentiment towards domestic and regional financial assets. In April, the ringgit continued to appreciate against

the currencies of Malaysia’s major trading partners. The international reserves of Bank Negara Malaysia

stood at RM432.1 billion (equivalent to USD139.9 billion) as at 15 April 2013, sufficient to finance 9.9 months

of retained imports and are 4.6 times the short-term external debt.

Price Conditions

Headline inflation, as measured by the annual percentage change in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) was

marginally higher at 1.6% in March 2013 (February: 1.5%).

Monetary Conditions

Interbank rates were stable in March. In terms of retail lending rates, the average base lending rate (BLR) of

commercial banks remained unchanged at 6.53%. Retail deposit rates were also relatively stable during the

period. Broad money (M3) grew by 9.1% in March on an annual basis, underpinned by the extension of credit

to the private sector. The overall loan demand, however, remained strong with higher loan applications from

both businesses and households.

Pink Form-Malaysia Bulk Carriers Bhd

On pink forms allocations, the Federal Court’s decision to uphold the appeal that Malaysia Bulk Carriers Bhd,

(MBC) had every right to reject the share applications from three individuals puts a clear point on the validity

that pink forms does not provide a guarantee of a share allotment but just merely an invitation to treat. The

MBC court ruling would be the country’s first landmark case relating to pink form allocation and is expected to

have a bearing on all future IPO cases. The ruling also gives directors whose companies are planning an IPO

the discretion on the right to allocate shares as and when deemed right but within the provisions of Malaysian

Companies Act, 1965.
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MSWG’S COMMENTS:

It seems that minority shareholders ought to be aware that pink forms allocated to them does not mean that

they would be automatically entitled to these shares. It is an invitation as for the other categories and will be

allocated and given at the discretion of the directors.

For  the information  of  readers,  the  share  allocation using forms of  different  colours  is  only  for  ease of

administration, commonly in four colours i.e. Pink, White, Blue and Green.

Pink  forms  are  usually  given  to  company  directors  and  employees  as  a  show  of  goodwill  for  their

contributions and also as a way of rewarding and retaining employees.

White forms are given as an invitation to the public to subscribe to the shares during IPO.

Blue forms are usually  given to  selected stakeholders such as suppliers and subscribers  as a goodwill

measure.

Green forms are usually for institutional investors and high net worth individuals of more than RM250,000.

MITI allocated shares will be in a different bucket.

MBF HOLDINGS BERHAD (“MBfH”)

At the close of last Friday, 26 April 2013 (Final Closing Date), the joint offerors managed to hold 571,291,420

shares representing 98.92% of  MBfH’s total  issued shares.  This exceeded the threshold of  98.91 % for

compulsory acquisition of the remaining shares held by non-interested shareholders who had not accepted

the offer.

MSWG’S COMMENTS:

Finally, the long-drawn saga has ended with the joint offerors owning 100% of the total issued shares of

MBfH  after  exercising  the  compulsory  acquisition  of  the  remaining  shares  held  by  non-interested

shareholders who had not accepted the offer.

There are interesting lessons learned from the MBfH saga which in fact, started with the first take-over offer

made 6 years ago which was unsuccessful in  2006, followed by another failed attempt in 2010 and finally

this being the third attempt which bore fruits. In summary, all these reflected that shareholder activism is at

work. It also clearly shows that if minority shareholders are able to put their act together and work towards a

common goal, they are still able to veto privatisations which they deem as unfair.

Astro Malaysia Holdings Berhad (“ASTRO”)

Astro was served with a statement of claim amounting to USD 20 billion from PT Direct Vision (PTDV) of

Indonesia. The suit was on the heels of a dispute which arose in 2008 with Astro related companies Astro All

Asia Networks Ltd (AAAN), Astro Overseas Ltd (AO), Measat Broadcast Network Systems Sdn Bhd (MBNS)

over the proposed direct-to-home pay TV business there.

On news, Astro has teamed up with Maxis Bhd to offer consumers access to Astro TV content, high speed

broadband and home-voice services via Astro B.yond IPTV (Internet Protocol Television).Existing customers

can choose broadband bandwidth of 10, 20, 30 Mbps and enjoy savings from RM 53.30 per month for one of

the Astro B.yond IPTV-Maxis packages.
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Tan Sri Dr. Sulaiman bin Mahbob takes over as MSWG Chairman

http://biz.thestar.com.my/news/story.asp?file=/2013/5/1/business/13049521&sec=business

Jakarta plans new law on oil palm plantations

http://www.btimes.com.my/Current News/BTIMES/articles/Limitedplants/Article

Lya Rahman, General Manager, Corporate Services, lyarahman@mswg.org.my

Chong Chee Fern, General Manager, Corporate Monitoring chongcf@mswg.org.my

Rebecca Yap, Head, Corporate Monitoring rebecca.yap@mswg.org.my

Quah Ban Aik, Head, Corporate Monitoring banaik.quah@mswg.org.my

Ng Hoon Ho, Senior Manager, Corporate Monitoring nghh@mswg.org.my

Norhisam Sidek, Manager, Corporate Monitoring norhisam@mswg.org.my

Shahnul Niza Mohd Yusof, Manager, Research shahnul.niza@mswg.org.my

Lee Cheng Meng, Manager, Corporate Monitoring cheemeng@mswg.org.my 

Wong Kin Wing, Senior Analyst, Corporate Monitoring, kinwing@mswg.org.my

Nor Khalidah Khalil, Analyst, Corporate Monitoring khalidah@mswg.org.my

Muhammad Ammar Maslan, Analyst, Corporate Monitoring ammar@mswg.org.my

MR. PRABHAT KUMAR

FACILITATOR

FCA, B Com (H), DIFA, CFE

MSWG will be holding a two-day seminar themed, “FORENSIC ACCOUNTING”, on 8th & 9th May 2013 to

be held at Centre of Excellence 1, Mezzanine Floor,  Hotel Istana Kuala Lumpur.

This course combines fraud accounting and investigative techniques and explains to the participants the

nature of occupational fraud, how to detect fraudulent activities, and most importantly how to identify red flags

so that an initial investigation may be conducted to ascertain the wrongdoing if there is any.

The course will be conducted by a leading expert in this field, Mr Prabhat Kumar who brings his unparalleled

expertise in the domain of occupational fraud investigation. The details of the programme are as follows:

Seminar Details

Date    : 8th & 9th May 2013

REGISTRATION FEE    : RM2,000 PER PARTICIPANT

SPECIAL OFFER    : MSWG SUBSCRIBERS (30% Discount)
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  : GROUP REGISTRATION (10% Discount)

*No complimentary seats for subscribers

*Early Bird discount only for non-subscribers

Venue      : Centre Of Excellence 1, Mezzanine Floor Hotel Istana, Kuala Lumpur

Click here to view more details and Registration Form.

Register NOW for this exciting and informative event!

We welcome your feedback on our newsletter and our work. Email us at mswg.ceo@mswg.org.my with your

comments and suggestions.

DISCLOSURE OF INTERESTS·         

With regard to the companies mentioned, MSWG holds a minimum number of shares in all these companies covered

in this newsletter.

DISCLAIMER

This newsletter and the contents thereof and all rights relating thereto including all copyright is owned by the Badan

Pengawas Pemegang Saham Minoriti Berhad, also known as the Minority Shareholder Watchdog Group (MSWG).

The contents and the opinions expressed in this newsletter are based on information in the public domain and are

intended to provide the user with general information and for reference only. Best efforts have been made to ensure

that the information contained in this newsletter is accurate and current as at the date of publication. However, MSWG

makes no express or  implied warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of  any such information and opinions

contained  in  this  newsletter.  No  information  in  this  newsletter  is  intended  to  be  or  should  be  construed  as  a

recommendation to buy or sell or an invitation to subscribe for any, of the subject securities, related investments or

other financial instruments thereof.

MSWG must be acknowledged for any part of this newsletter which is reproduced.

MSWG bears no responsibility or liability for any reliance on any information or comments appearing herein or for

reproduction of the same by third parties. All readers or investors are advised to obtain legal or other professional

advice before taking any action based on this newsletter.

You are receiving this email because you opted-in at our website, subscribe to MSWG's services, or have indicated an interest in
staying informed of MSWG and its work.

Unsubscribe << Test Email Address >> from this list | Forward to a friend
Our mailing address is:
Minority Shareholder Watchdog Group
Tingkat 11, Bangunan KWSP,
No. 3, Changkat Raja Chulan, Off Jalan Raja Chulan
Kuala Lumpur, Wilayah Persekutuan 50200
Malaysia
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